Mobilunity Consultancy
Model advantages:
the case of promotional products supplier from Germany

- PRODUCT: Corporate representative materials manufacture
- TECHNOLOGY: React, PHP
- TIMEFRAME: March 2020 - Present
Consultancy Services as a key to deal with any urgent matter

A German manufacturing company producing corporate representative materials such as buttons, magnets, badges, and other customized items for business and private needs turned to Mobilunity with an issue that needed immediate solving. Due to an unrecoverable error the server of our client's site was down and system files were deleted.

In this regard, the client of ours was looking for a highly skilled engineer with a deep knowledge of the cyber security, system administration, cache server operation, experience in setting up HAproxy configurations and ability to start the work urgently.
Mobilunity consultant restored the server of German promotional materials manufacturer

Due to the complexity of our client's problem it was essential to find a suitable specialist in record time. Our perfect match became DevOps engineer Serhii, who usually works with Azure, PowerShell and Python.

"The actions from the client’s side resulted in the inability to log into the server and the deletion of system files. It was necessary to restore access to the server and recreate its copy on a separate virtual machine, followed by substitution of the new server instead of the old one. And, accordingly, the reconfiguration of the deployment pipeline to a new server

Serhii
DevOps Engineer
Working on the issue, Serhii used his:

- Knowledge of the web servers operation in general and specifically the client’s implementation (nginx);
- Experience of the Linux system administration;
- HAproxy setting up configurations;
- Knowledge pipeline work.
In the end despite the lack of documentation details and the access to additional resources was opened only through the client's teamviewer, Serhii managed to resolve the problem even faster than expected.

“...

Our Consultancy Model is a great way not only to provide a specialist with a very specific area of expertise in times of need, but is also an unique opportunity to try on the vendor before the start of a full-time cooperation on the basis of the dedicated development team model.

Yelyzaveta Kravchenko
Account Management Lead
LET’S DISCUSS BUILDING YOUR DEDICATED TEAM

To find out more about Mobilunity services and to request additional references, please reach out to us at sales@mobilunity.com

www.mobilunity.com